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Henry Stewart, the globe trotter,
late yesterday afternoon called on
Governor Mills and secured his certificate and the seal of the Territory for
his souvenir hook which, will contain
the names of all governors and other
distinguished persons he has visited.
He also called on Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa and secured his
name and certification.
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field to conserve what erratically due perhaps to his
Washington, D. C, May 5. The izations which are being held here in needs a world-wid- e
Station to Meet Queen
own life. The shores of time are worry over his ill health.
house judiciary committee today re- an effort to bring about
its
DR.
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WAGNER
Alexandra.
HOTEL FOR PASS CITY. ported favorably a resolution offered The officers of the organizations will strewn with wrecks of little, peevish
London, May 5. King Edward is Special to the New Mexican.
by Craig, (Dem.) of Alabama, calling meet again today to discuss a further churches that had not a world vision. PRIZE FIGHTER'S DEATH
The new organ- The church needs a world-wid- e
missuffering from a severe bronchial atWAS ACCIDENTAL, OF COURSE.
El Paso, Texas, May 5. Dr. John on the attorney general for informa- plan of
tack. He has been confined to his P. Wagner spent the day in El Paso tion concerning prosecution by the de- ization will have for its object the do- sionary spirit to purge itself of selfishSan Francisco, May 5. Death from
room for two days and today his con
He partment of justices of the
ing away with middlemen which in- ness. If the church is not big enough accidental causes was the verdict relooking over the hotel situation.
ditlon Is such that he was not able to will address the Chamber of Com- "bull pool" in cotton. The resolution cludes speculation in farm products. to carry itself to the Chinaman it turned today by the coroner's jury in
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andria, who returned this afternoon
prize fighter killed last Friday night
proposition to build a magnifi- ed for attempting to depress the price j exchange of the large cities attend- - across the street or around the
from the Continent.
in the fight with Owen Moran.
cent tourist hotel for the Pass City.
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Vegas, was robbed of the pelts of will make the dance at the publica
at 9:15 p. m.,
both these features in your
twenty-sisheep, a quantity of meat library, which begins
and a rifle. James Little was bound society event that will prove most
summer footwear if you
over to the grand jury at Las Vegas enjoyable.
Lumbermen and Foresters Confer
in $1,000 bond on the charge of horse
forcome to us for a pair of
stealing, and his companion William A conference of lumbermen and
Hogan, was taken to Silver City to esters was held at Albuquerque this
week to discuss problems in which
answer a similar charge.
Brakeman Robbed of $55 A Santa both are interested.
President of Normal University
Fe brakeman makes complaint that
he was robbed of $55 by the female Chosen Dr. Frank H. Roberts of
has been elected
keeper of a boarding house at Las Denver University,New Mexico
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
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of
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Vegas,
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Another Las Vegas Life Insurance University at
Man Leaves Mourning
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custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
E. C. Burke Did the Lettering It
cording to the Las Vegas Optic, Reece
was
Postmaster E. C. Burke, while asdislife
has
a
insurance
man,
White,
sistant
attorney general of ttoe Terriappeared from Las Vegas, much to
the regret of his friends. He left, be- tory, who did the neat lettering under
wen
hind two checks aggregating $130, the portrait gallery of the attorneys
drawn on K. K. Johnson, who declares general of the Territory in the offices
of Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
them forgeries.
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Such standard preparations as
Washington Law Permits Journals to
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
File Trade Marks "Vote for
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they even put the Compound up in
Spokane, "Wash., May 5. Attorney tablet form, which the
General Bell of the state of Washing- woman, who objects to alcohol in any
ton has given an opinion to Secretary degree, may use.
of State Howell that a newspaper is
merchandise.
The decision was ren- WOMAN APPOINTED GENdered in response to a request from
ERAL PASSENGER AGENT.
Mr. Newell whether be could permit
a claim of trade mark to be filed for
San Antonio, Texas, May 5. Mere
the title "Votes for "Women," for a
man
has received another jolt down-- !
Mr. Bell shows that Ihe
newspaper.
state law permits trade mark claims ward. A position that heretofore (has
to be filed for "the purpose of desig- never been held by women lias been
over to one of them. Mrs.
nating, making known or distinguish- turned
Asher
Richardson
has been appointed
ing any goods, wares merchandise or
other products of labor." Newspaper general passenger agent of the Asher- men in Spokane and other parts of ton railroad and enjoys the unique disof being the only member of
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data
generally accepted that a newspaper
is a product of labor, rather than mer- der here. She was appointed by her
financhandise, and there is much comment husband who is the promoter,
that Mr. Bell's ruling is based upon cial backer, builder and operator of
a newspaper
merchandise. the road, which, by the way, is only
being
"Votes for Women" is the name of a about 35 miles long. Mrs. Richardson
in addition to seeing that t)he tickets
journal to be published in Washington
as part of the propaganda for equal are printed right Tor the four stations on the line, has charge of the
suffrage in this state.
passenger rolling stock consisting of
one gasoline motor day coach, an orDeafness Cannot Be Cured
dinary coach and a good for work
by local applications, as they cannot locomotive. No sleepers are operated.
reach the diseased portion of the ear. The Asherton line is independent and
There is only one way to cure deaf- - so far has refused to join the railroad
ness, and that is by constitutional trust. Most of its freight consists of
remedies. Deafness is caused by an ' onion and other garden truck grown
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- - in its territory
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb
For More than Three Decades.
ling sound or imperfect hearing and
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is household favorite for all ailments of
the result, and unless the inflamma- the throat, chest and lungs. For intion can be taken out and this tube re- fants and children it is best and safest
stored to its normal condition, hear- as it contains no opiates and no harming will be destroyed forever; nine ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh. Cure. Send for circulars, free.
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Telephone No 14b Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti!
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
pation.
over-scrupulo-
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ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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International Stock Food
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Salt and Seeds
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THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
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What's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
keep your house from rotting.lt Is aiiJMiivestmcnt
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No

Need to Cut.
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.

Corner of Plaza.
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ties that are being
floated down the Rio Grande through
White Rock canon from the Pueb'o
and Santa Barbara rivers, have reached Santo Domingo where they are
loaded on Santa Fe cars.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
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Charlotte Becker.)

Tie Drive on Rio Grande
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Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-ishnesBad Stomach,
Headache,
Teething, Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up colds in 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste and
harmless as milk. Children like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
25c.
Asy today. Don't accept any

But give, give always, hour by hour,
Not matter what the pain or price;
So shalt thou gain life's stronghold,
since
The heart of love is sacrifice.

Bobolink
WE

This

If thou wouldst fathom how life may
Its greater heights and depths reveal,
Ask neither joy. r.or offering,
Xor service of another's zeal.

Pansy

m
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GOOD NEWS.

RO OSEV ELT OH

Many Santa Fe Reao'ers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast." and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
relief is within their reach. Many a:
lame, weak and achins back is bad no
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills,
Our citizens are telling the good news
of their experience with the Old
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example

of the Red Terror prattled of peace
while they steeped their hands in
of the innocent; any many a
tyrant has called it peace when he has
scourged honest protest into silenc.
Our words must bjudged by our
deeds; ami in striving for a lofty ideal
we must use practical methods; and
if we cannot attain all at one leap,
advance towards it step by
reasonably content so long as we do
actually make some progress in the
right direction.
Now, having freely admitted the limitations to our work, and the qualifications to be borne in mind, I feel
that I have the right to have my words
taken seriously when I point out
where, in my judgment,
great advance can be made in the cause of
international peace. I speak as a
practical man, and whatever I now advocate I actually tried to do when I
was for the time being the head of a
great nation, and keenly jealous of its
honor and interest. I ask other na
tions to do only what I should be glad
to see lny own nation do

II

TERNATIOHAL PEACE
Delivers Address Before the
Nobel Prize Committee

j
j

st-j-

at Christiania

j

NOT

New Mexico Military Institute
"I have used your valuable
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to evervone. Once tried, you
will rever be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.
Cascarc-t-

-

j

A

worth reading:
HUSKFORJEOWiUlDICE
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I have had Justice Between Man and Man,
no severe return of kidney trouble
Nation and Nation Prisince using Doan's Kidney Pills sev-- ;
eral years ago. Now and then I have
mary Aim.
noticed a slight attack of backache,!
bat at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
If is with peculiar pleasure that I
have given quick and positive relief.
here today to express the deep
stand
For a long time I was made miserable
and
my
appreciation I feel of the high honor
by spells of kidney complaint
back often so lame and painful that I conferred upon nie by the presenta- ;

i

i
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wett Point of the Southwert."
Artny Gfr.cers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

Y
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Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
Io Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c.2x 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your aioDey back.
.

.
necessary, i's being broken by others.
The supreme difficulty in connection
with developing the peace work of
The Hague arises from the lack of any
executive power, of any police power
to enforce the decrees of the court.
In any community of any size the authority of the courts rests upon actual
or potential force; on the existence of
a police, or on the knowledge that the
men of the country are
both ready ami willing to see that the
decree of indicial and legislative
bodies are nut into effect. In new rnd
wild communities where there is vio-lence, an honest man must protect
himself: and until other means of se-- j
curing his safety are devised, it is
both foolish and wicked to persuade
him to surrender his arms while the
men who are dangerous to the com- inanity retain theirs. He should not
renounce ihe right to protect himself
by his own efforts until the community is so organized that it. can effectively relieve the individual of the duty
of putting down violence. So it is with
nations. Each nation must, keep well
prepared to defend itself until the establishment of some form of international police power, competent and
willing to prevent violence as between
nations. As things are now, such pow
Pr t0 command )eaCe throughout the!
world could best be assured by some
combination between those great nations which sincerely desire peace and
have no thought themselves of committing aggressions. The combination
might at first be only to secure peace
within certain definite limits and certain definite conditions; but the ruler
or statesman who should bring about
such a combination would have earned
his place in history for all time ami
his title to the gratitude of all

M

--

1

men tor college or for business life. Ureal
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
the garden
oq the beautiful Pecos Vai!ey
spot of the West at an e'evatloc. of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'lushlue every day, but

Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edand modern lr all respects.
REttENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atklusou Secretary, and W'
A Flclay4
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

could scarcely do anything. I did not tion of the Nobel Peace Prize. The
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sleep well and no matter whether
gold medal which formed part of the
Treaties of Arbitration.
the
or
were lying down
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Superintendent.
prize I shall always keep, and t shall
The advance can be made along sevtrouble was in evidence. The kidney hand it on to my children as a precious
secretions annoyed me both day and heirloom. The sum of money provided eral lines. First of all there can lie
treaties of arbitration. There are, of
night by their irregularity in passage as part of the prize by the wise
and there was a heavy sediment in osity of the illustrious founder of this course, states so backward that a civilized community ought not. to enter
them. After several remedies 1 tried j world-famou- s
prize system, I did not,
into an arbitration treaty with them,
had failed to help me, 1 procured Hinder the
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while I did not act officially as presi- - treaties among themselves.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 rtpnt (jf the UnUod gtateSj it was that these treaties can cover almost,
TO
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, nevertheIesa only beCause I was presi- - all questions liable to arise between
wew xorK. soie agents im me umieu,(lent that was enaWed t0 act at an such nations, if they are drawn with
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States.
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Remember the
no other.
trust for the United States. I there- - territory and its absolute sovereignty
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inS- Santa Fe Chapter No
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Secondly, there is the further devel- The High Cost of Living.
R. A. M.
Rigs,
Regular con- tice as between man and man, nation opment of the Hague Tribunal, of the
the price of many necessiIncrease
vocation second Monday of and nation, the chance to lead our work of the conferences and courts
without improving the quality.
ties
each month at
lives on a somewhat higher level, with at The Hague. It has been well said Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
a broader spirit of brotherly good will that the first Hague conference fram- high standard or excellence and its
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. one
for another. Peace is generally ed a Magna Charta for the nations; it great curative qualities without any
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
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the American constitution to prevent dering him partly unconscious.
municating with Manager of the Roshostilities between the states, and to also received a kick on the right Roswell at 3 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
secure the supremacy of the federal thigh, which almost tore his clothing
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
court in certain classes of cases, are from his body. Another blow from In Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
well worth the study of those who the horse's hoofs knocked him under
seek at The Hague to obtain the same the wheels. One wheel passed over each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
the thumb of his left hand, mashing
results on a world scale.
it and another wheel ran over his
Check Armaments.
hand.
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In the third place, something should right
all happened so quickly that 1
"It
be done as soon as possible to check
realize what was taking place,"
didn't
TIME TABLE ALL
the growth ot armaments, especially he said
"I can not yet un
naval armaments, by international derstandyesterday.
LOCAL TRAINS
how I escaped with my life.
agreement.. Xo one power could or The horse I was driving was knocked
should act by itself; for it is eminent- down in the accident of a few
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to condays
ly undesirable, from the standpoint of ago and since then has shown a dis
nect with No. 10 from the south and
the peace of righteousness, that a pow- position to run at the
west, also No. 3 from the east, reslightest provo
er which really does believe in peace cation. After the accident, I got up,
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
should place itself at the mercy of dusted dirt from my clothing, caught
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to consome rival which may at bottom have the Jiorse and went on with my work,
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
no such belief and no intention of act- although I was hardly able to walk. I
d
passengers for No. 2
passEast Side Pliza.
ing on it. But, granted sincerity of didn't begin to realize what luck I lhad
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
purpose, the great powers of the world in escaping more serious injury until
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
should find no insurmountable difficul- I got back to the store."
I's connection only.
Mr. Trotter said that he would send
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conty in reaching an agreement which
would put an end to the present costly the delivery horse to the country for
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounMATCHED
WELL
A
AND
SPIRITED
and growing extravagance of expen- a while as it was so nervous he did
and Nos. 4 and 8
Returnditure on naval armaments. An agree- not consider it safe to drive for some team, is what we send out from this ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 i. m.
LIVERY.
ment merely to limit the size of ships time.
We send a driver, too, if desired.
would have been very useful a few
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
more invigorating than a lively
What
A
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years ago, and would still be of use;
printed upon
pain prescription
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
but the agreement should go much each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain spin over the smooth roads on a clear, i. m.
further.
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist bright day.
Train arrives from the north at 4
Mason & Hamlin, Conover, Cable KingsIt being Spring makes the occasion p. m.
if this formula is not complete. Pain
League of Peace.
bury and Wellington Pianos Sold on MonthFinally, it would be a master stroke means congestion, blood pressure. more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
if those great powers honestly bent on Head pains, womanly pains, pains anyNew Mexico Central.
ly Payments.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
peace would form a League of Peace, where get instant relief from a Pink
WILLIAMS
RISING
not only to keep the peace among Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Bur- Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, tn.
themselves, but to prevent, by force If rows & Co.
able-bodie- d
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LIVELY STABLE
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Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
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When
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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CHAS. CLOSSOEJ

'

THE WEST FOR THE
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,

j
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the Southwest

BERGEBE, Manager for
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!
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ROSWELL AUTO

ROSWELL NEW MEX

ALL THE LATEST

J. W. STOCKARD, managir

Will Now Be Found at

EYLES MUSIC

GO.

east-boun-

AtOne Half Price

east-boun-

t
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I

his first appearance

on the

The Albuquerque city council has
taken the initiative to give the Duke

stump
of his own state. Prompted by
curiosity largely, people by the thou-- j
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
sands turned out to see and hear him.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
They discovered that he did not have
Vice President, 'horns. His personality and his frank,
Editor and President.
e

out-isid-
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City a commission form of government. Albuquerque will adopt such
a government sooner or later for it is
a progressive city, and praise and
are due to the present municihonor
.
e
won
business-likthem
From
all.
Secretary-TreasurerK.
talk
JOHN
STAUFFER,
for taking the initiathat
day Hanna was the popular card pal management
to bring about the change withtive
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Instead
of
of the campaign.
frightenout unnecessary delay while the adRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ...$3.75 i"S away the voters, he proved to be ministrations of less
progressive
a
force.
raordinarv
nf
vnto.malipr
25
pi
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
places have adopted a policy of
Weekly, per year
was
almost
wholly
75
Hjg uni)0pn,arity
Daily, per month, by carrier....
t. 1.00 mythical. The feeling of alarm on ac- .. 65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
.75 count of Hanna disappeared almost in
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
The statement of a United States
,:a twinkling. There was no upheaval
.
.senator and a Republican at that,
within
And
a
few
FE
COUNTY.
at
short
SANTA
the polls.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
the seats of the
months Hanna loomed large as a pres that fiftyareper cent of
senate
Is
sent
in
It
Mexico.
to
New
bought or just as good as
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper
idential choic0i witn a formidable
bought, seems evidence enough that
J
OWjng the country over. His popular-amon- the older states do not cherish the
postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing o'xculatf.)
Southwest.
and
never
the
of
again questioned,
ity was
the intelligent and progressive people
of statehood as highly as
his party, regardless of factions, felt privilege
would New Mexico and Arizona.
his loss deeply when he passed away.
.This ehaptor of political history is
uNiONjaBt?
It Is an admitted fact that real es
recalled today apropos of 'Uncle Joe
Cannon's speech before the Middlesex tate, financial men and merchants all
j
Everything must be done as club at Bostorii wnell) following his say that quickest and bst results are
PLANNING THE CITY BEAUTIFUL, (building.
n,
....ill,.
eulosrv nf Grant, he took occasion to obtained by advertising in the New
SanIt can hardlv be expected that
"By this means the slums and the dpfM, ho rnlps nf the House nf Ren-- i Mexican.
ta Fe tax payers besides forking over tenements
are 10 oe exieiminaieu. n resentatives. cannon
occupies about
their annual taxes should lie awake
for
instance, 25 per cent of the same position in public appraiseCologne,
old
this
for
beauties
nights planning
land.: must be left vacant in the
ment, that Hanna hold at the period
town for others to enjoy,' but public the
HACK
business
section, while the building aforementioned.
enHe has been carispirited citizens never lose view
in
stories
exceed
must
four
not
height.
reviled. Insurgents and
tirely of the fact that they can do T
Prom
Tiovf- niitpr orn
upr pent nf catured and
their
the
much incidentally to improve
Republican press have
insurging
the
In
must
be
land
the
unoccupied.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
surroundings and may by little effort third building area 50 per cent of the been wont to pillory him as the arch
contribute to the beauty of their
Meets
Both North South
i.u.u
iue ul j
land must be free and only
omis-skirhome town. According to Frederick
of
all
the
accountable
for
sins
outin
while
the
erected,
Bounds Trains.
C. Howe in May Srribners, they plan buildings
of the citv 60 per cent must sion anI commission, real and fancied,
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of.
cities differently in Germany than
Similar restric- - f the Republican party. But when
be left unoccupied.
they do in tine United States, for he tions are imposed in other cities. ne campaign opens, we predict now the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
says:
Health, beauty and comfort stand tlia 'Uncle Joe' like Hanna, in his
Ten miles shorter than any other
"The railway and the factory have
will
on
the
a
card
turn,
prove
strong
than do the rights of the land
higher
Good covered hack and good
have
way.
as
created the German city
they
stump, and demonstrate that his unspeculator.
teams.
our own. But Germany oversees her
hostile
is
to
the
confined
wisdom, popularity
"This same
TJa.iaa.g- dearie to
a:e Fas-sealgrowirig cities as an architect does a which plans boulevards, streets and press.
Cm.fortale.
structure. The liberty of the individ- open spaces far in advance of the
"To put 'Uncle Joe's' own case in
ual is not permitted to become license city's needs, characterizes the work- - a nut shell, we are convinced that he
Tiip
to the detriment of the community.
manship of the streets as well. A is quite as strong as the Republican
"In city building, as in other things, large area is undertaken at once. The party."
Germany calls in her experts. If they city is not made to conform to the
do not already exist she creates them. grade of the district. The district is
It is rather remarkable that the
Town planning has become a science, made to conform to the grade of the moment the schools open in fall in
just as much a science as the building city. I have seen great areas of from Santa Fe, disease among children
to a mile square in which a increases noticeably and that soon
of engines. And it is treated as such. one-hal- f
A school lhas recently been opened, in fill was required of from eight to after the schools close in spring, dis- Berlin devoted to the subject. Exhibi- fifteen feet. Tracks are laid from the ease diminishes.
This is the condi- and con- neighboring railway to make the fill, tion not only in Santa Fe but every Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
tion of things municipal
gresses of various kinds are promoted. and the streets are constructed high where else. No matter how well ven- - Returns Thursday and Friday.
An exhibition of town planning and in the air. Sewers are not of the tern- - tilated and sanitary the public school AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
the herding together of
city building is to be held in Berlin porary crock type. They are adequate buildings,
this year, front May to July. There for a century to come. Gas, water children serves to spread disease Mrs.FO. BROWN A?ent
Phone No 23 Red
has grown up a substantial literature telephone and electric mains are laid germs. With this fact in mind, the '
on city building.
There are experts at the same time and connections need of medical inspection of school
like Stubben,
children becomes an imperative duty
Fisher, Gurlett and made to the curb.
"The sewer is in the center of the of the community.
The death of j
Baumeister, v5io go from city to city
and consult with the local authorities street, but the gas, water, electric some one else's child may not touch!
on their projects. Nothing is hap- light, telephone, and other conduits the heart of the average school direc-- j
SHOP
hazard.
Nothing is left to chance. are usually placed under the side- - tor or tax payer, but when death PLAZA
r
and the
The
walks close up to the building line, comes stalking into his own home.
are subordinated to the will of It is not necessary to block the death summoned by the negligence of
For 3 years the only
the community acting through its per- streets and tear up tttie pavement in some one else, then resentment is
first
class tonscrial parlor
manent and expert body of city off- order to get access to them. Once apt to be bitter, and the New
in
Fe.
icials.
the streets need never be can can name families who have
e
from
is
moved
All
disturbed.
or
done
this work
this
OUR NEW FITCH
other cities
by
"And the German city begins at the
city. The owner may not develop cause death had invaded their home
bottom and builds up. In city building
TREATMENT
as in the construction of a battle ship, the territory as he sees fit. Nor can through the negligence of authorities,
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
the keel is laid first. We recognize warring companies tear up the street In a mixed population like that of
conSanta
or
the
for
Fe,
installation
of
medical
foundation
pipes
inspection of school relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
the necessities of a stable
cnildren is even more needful than other scalp irritations.
We also
when we erect a
skyscraper. duits.
We recognize it even in a house. But
"Beauty is promoted in small things plewhere, but all progressive com- carry a complete line of all the
we ignore it when we build a city. as well as in great. Private interests m"mties in Europe as well as Ameri-ar- popular hair and facial tonics.
There are volumes of laws and libra
not permitted to disfigure the city ca think il iust as important and
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH
ries of literature on the charters and or inconvenience
the public. Bill- - wise t0 have physicians for their
BATHS BATHS BATHS
the machinery for the governing of boards are prohibited or limited to the sfhools as for their armies and
Business signs are of an V1GS'
men, but there is little legislation and
less literature on that which is in- inoffensive sort. There are no tele-- :
finitely more important, and that is graph or telephone wires overhead.!
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
0w is the time to widen and
the l elation of the city to its physical There are no obtruding street rail- - straighten some of Santa Fe's crooked Phone us,
wewillbegladtocallfor your
foundations which control all else. The way tracks under foot. All tracks and narrow streets.
Enough of these laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
of
girder-grovare
so
light,
of
of
and
and
deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
transportation,
problems
pattern
will remain to preserve quaintness sufpower, heat and water are all funda- close to the pavement that they offer ficient to
All
work is guaranteed; your
migU thg t
mental to city life.
no obstruction to traffic. The pave- - main -rpsi(1prlf)0
.
socks are mended and buttons
ctroata
kiuvvu ouuluu iiavc
' These services are the life blood of ments are as smooth as a floor and
sewed on you shirt9. without
the kinks taken out of them. While
extra
in
are
charge.
tracks
the
its
control
the community.
perfect, repair. Some of them are wide eunuch fnr tu-kept
They
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
the
area, the density of population,
"There is art in everything.
Not buiT08 t0 pass th,a .g the
day Qf
homes, the health, the morals, and, in only art but foresight, intelligence automobiles which
a
reauire
little
a large sense, the industrial life of and common sense.
The German city more epj0 w room.
Upper Palace ave
the community.
assumes that those who us
tne nue, Hillside avenue and
the River
.
"The German cities very generally streets bnve i rihf tn lie nrntenleri , .
as
as
the
from
much
rom
own these undertakings and make
any
ugly
existing buildings permit. On none of
other nuisance."
them .serve the people.
those thoroughfares will it cost much
"(Jernian architects saw the obvious,
to set back fences. As to damage to
They saw that the city would grow
UNCLE JOE.
i lots that are returned for assessment
as it had in the past. So they enThere was a time when Delegate to at $10 a j,ie0e, there can not be much;
larged 'the boundaries. They annexed
tnis tune, but. there may be later
suburban land. The present area of Congress W. H. Andrews was held up when
costly buildings are erected on
as
everything
the
by
press
opposition
Dusseldorf, with its 300,000 people, is
tlit?m.
In fact, there isn't a lot on;
as
a
heavy yoke
29,000 acres; of Cologne with a pop- that is despicable;
hose
streets
whose value would not
the
neck
of
the
around
Republican
ulation of 428.700, is 2S.800; of Frankincreased by the widening of the.
as
man
the
a
that
territory
is
party;
of
333,000,
with
a
population
fort,
riA - r,r
r4il rfPsnitA this uioroughrare.'
23,203. Having enlarged its area the cv,n,,i,i a
thrice elected toJj(
has
been
its
he
to
control
was
a
outcry,
in
position
city
Santa Fe public and private schools
'Where prices are lowest
development, to plan for its building. Congress and is doing such good ser-,- t must
go to Belen, Valencia county, for
It called in its architects and its en- vice that the opposition to him has
gineers or it sent to a neighboring grown to be very mild and "ladylike." example of how to make school garden
for sale quality"
university for an expert. A plan is Tncle Joe Cannon is also passing vrk successful. Says an item from
made of the surrounding territory, of through a period of occupation at pres- - that growing town:
"The Felipe Chaves Academy has t
the topography of the land, the natu ent when every one is taking a peck
One Resolution to Make
a system of flower garden
to
the
augurated
ral advantages, the proximity
him and he is made the scapegoat
railways, and the probable uses to for all sorts of sins of omission and culture for its pupils. Thursday of
which the region will be put. The commission of his party. But be not this week a space of ground was al- What other 19l0Resolu
prevailing winds are studied, and fac- deceived by these
manifestations, lotted to each class and the pupils
tories are only permitted to locate in says the Washington Herald:
planted their flower seeds, consisting
tion youm8y make
certain prescribed areas. In some
"There was a period in the life of of several varieties. Each class will
cities they are excluded from the bus- the late Marcus A. Hanna when, ac- - take care of and attend to the culture
Resolve now that you will
iness and residence sections altocording to the press, he had become of its portion of land. Prizes will be
is
suitat KAUNE & CO. the
trade
the
If
neighborhood
to
gether.
the class which shows the
intensely unpopular. He had been awarded
ed for manufacturing, u is dedicated caricatured and reviled. A dominant best care and culture of the flowers
coming year. It Is a resoluto industrial uses. If it is a working influence in his
y
and in the Mc- - planted at the end of the season.
party
tion In your own interest, for
class quarter, the streets and parking
his election to siderable enthusiasm was manifested
administration,
it means the best possible
are adjusted to workingmen's homes.
the United States Senate was bitter- - by the pupils and teachers on the day
exmore
of
a
homes
for
is
suited
If it
table supplies at lowest posly resented in certain quarters, and as of planting. The public is invited to
pensive sort, the plan is upon a more a
re- - call and inspect the gardens at any
came
be
to
sible
he
prices.
factor
political
elaborate scale.
a menace to Republican sue- - time."
garded
'
"The foresight of the city does not cess.
'
end here. Streets, boulevards, parks,
If the .poll tax were collected as it
"It was honestly believed at the
buildsites
for
and
public
open spaces,
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
to be, the tax levy for the pub-th- e
for
was
headed
ought
time
that the party
ings and school houses are laid out
s
from
on account lie schools could be reduced
store for you
the
demnition
4
Oo,
logical
far in advance of the city's growth. of Hanna. The redoubtable W. E. eleven to ten mills. With the increase
to patronize through 1910.
Maps of wide stretches of open coun- Chandler
advised him to of assessment, a ten mill levy and a
.publicly
as
used
land,
may
still
pasture
try,
He was collection of the poll tax should yield
be seen in the city hall, upon which 'practice
load-ston- e
be
a
to
believed
enough revenue to give Santa Fe a
are indicated the streets, parks and actually
Did ten months' instead of only a nine
neck.
administration's
about
the
the
all
far
sites
city
beyond
building
next
limits. To this plan 'the owner must this prove to be the case? Not a bit months' term of public school
When he places the land of it. In the campaign following, in year.
conform.
mm& COMPAKY
upon the market it must be done in spite of" the outcries against the j
must
admitted
that
for
a
Mayor
be
It
candidate
j
Ohioan,.
Republican
The
the
with
plan.
harmony
city's
out with
orderly development of the munici Congress in Indiana had the temerity Arthur Seligman is starting
The council should
at
ideas.
was
foolhardiness
the
the
deemed
There
right
first
consideration.
is
the
pality
no moment to ask Hanna to open his support him jn every progressive
can be no wild cat speculation,
no
narrow
and
jerrystreets,
campaign. Hanna accepted. It was measure.
cheap
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J. B. READ, Cashier.
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PALEN,

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

ma rirst Esafionai Bank
OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
ftew Mexico. Established in 1370
$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
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TODY'S
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Us branches,
on all kinds of

Loans money on the most favorable terms
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Buys8 and sells
stocks in all markets for its customer.
makes
and
domestic and foreign exchange
telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as Siberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' .or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock- and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- c
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
-
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transacts a general banking business in all
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HOTEL

$5.00

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
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,

For Best Laundry Work

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN:
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HOTEL

J. E. LACOME.

santa
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be-th-
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Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Teiephoce Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

o.

(t
.
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GROCERS

j

in-a-

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PitESS THE BUTTON VK

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are
Now

supper ready to eat and you will not haye to
OurlncreasinR patronage Is the
wait.
that we morit

n

H.S.KAU NE

Serving

bpstproof

yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
,jneii. Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WWI.

GREGG Prop.

.

HERE IS A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRJCE

Con-Kinle-

bow-wow-

NAVAJO, CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQUE POTTRRY

PHONE 26

Excellent Assortments of

Don't '
Fail

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillowl Tops

to
Call

and

Inspect

Many

other
articles

that
attract

t
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J. S, CANDELARIO
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San Francisco St.
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IN LIFE'S MAY DET

and "Your rat dck

is

THEN

PUT MONEY IN THE BANK

PERSONAL MENTION

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

A. A. Ball, of Farmington, is here on
business.
Joseph Farrell, of Prescott, is here
visiting friends.
E. Fcldman, a Chicago jewelry sales--

j
i

j

man, is at the Claire.
Mrs. Alsey Alford, of Melrose, is a!
sightseer in the city.
E. E. Meier, of the Arroyo Hondo
project, is at the Palace.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere is recovering
from an attack of illness.
.T. C. Dolan and Xoble Alexander arc
Denverites at Gregg's hotel.
B. AVoolf, a hat salesman of St.
Louis, is calling on the trade here.
A. IX Lister and B. H. Rudolph, of
Albuquerque, are sightseers at the

SDiSHlHE

a

H

Reason

iii Your Heme

i'ill
'

is at hand era

forpainting and decorating

THEjjseason

and what you want isJGOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
lasting p&ints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake

t lane.

II

fee's

Lie

"Pat a

I

:
Mrs. F. E. Muling left tins morning
on a visit with her parents at Albu-- !
qtierque.
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier, of
f
I fMLLL
Estancia, registered at the Claire last
.'
evening.
Mrs. Samuel G: Cartwright is able
SAVE PART of tlie money you make and put it in the bank Put just to be about again after an attack of
five dollars a week in our bank and in twenty-fivyears this sum and illness.
;
the interest on it will be a SNUG FORTUNE.
E. A. Johnson and W. E. Johnson
i anil E. F. Lee, are Denver
tourists in
OUR
YOUR
Make
Rank.
Bank
the city.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Henry Stewart, the San Diego globe
trotter, was at the Coronado hotel yesBANK &
H

if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and

j

TOU

illiin

IT

!

'

.'(!;

!

O

C- -

TRUST CO.

WATSON

When you paint you want QUALITY and goodsthat
WEAR. Our paints are made'tfrcm the BEST white

E

STA

T E

INSURANCE
THE

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phone. Red

Ko. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
A LSO

Dealers in Furniture

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs

ga

i

-

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ehioawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a nae assortment 01 uesKs, cnairs, iaDie
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
GREAT!!
are
They
go-car- ts

Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

(ill

mi

if Mi

f'

j

parents.

Mrs. Frank P. Sturges and Mrs.
Henry Krick and two daughters, left
this morning on the California flyer
for Long Beach, California, to spend
the next three months. Henry Krick
accompanied them as far as Lamy.

Mrs. Malleson, of Brooklyn, Xew
York, who has been a guest of her
WE POINT PROUDLY
sister, Mrs. R. J. Palen on East Palare made to perfection from our
ace
avenue, the past few weeks, and
Lumber) because the wood is to the fact that
only a line was the recipient of much social at"
perfect in every particular and of drugs ' and remedies known" to be tention, left last evening to visit a
free from every imperfection of
and efficacious; and that our sister in Denver before returning
kaots, cracks and warpings. pure
enables us to give the best home.
Miss Eugenia Manderfleld went to
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
Every- Las Vegas to be at the bedside of her
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so satisfaction to our patrons.
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class brotiher, E. H. Salazar, who while
for a bottle of castor oil in
by carpenters and builders, and drug store you will find here, at reaching
dark
took a swallow of turpen
the
wide-awake
archiin
all sensible,
prices that are satisfactory, and,
tine instead which made him deathly
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
sick. He is out of danger, however,
mention our Lumber in their
at this time.
specifications.
& Company,
STRIPLING-BORROW- S
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
S. Spitz left this afternoon on a
and
Where your dollar buys the most.
Masonic trip which will take them
to Albuquerque, Deming and Silver
City. They are seeking recruits for
the big class that will be given the
Chocolates- - degrees
at the big Scottish Rite Masonic reunion in this city this month.

Charles W. Dudrow

Unsurpassed

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

SSi?

FISCHER DRUB COMPANY

and

turpentine and wall paper.

SEE OUR WINDOWS.

ASK FOR
SAMPLE

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
cold spell, though growth has been
somewhat retarded. The impression
prevails that southwest Texas will
raise this year the biggest crops in its

Solved
That You can Tell Pcople
R

history.

A.

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND MSTALS.

New York, May
4; prime paper 4

Call money 3ft

5.
3-- 4

lars

5; Mexican

W

'Si?

Atch. 109
44; Amal. 00
N. Y. C. 120
bid Reading 15
lT. P. 180
S. P. 125
Steel 82
pfd. extra div. 117
New York, May 5. Lead dull, $4.30
(f 4.40; copped dull, standard spot and

CtQTHFS

CArJ TELU

YOU
'M

t5

dol-

BY

THEY

Y'OUP-CLOTH- ES.

BUSINESS OR.

GOOD RAIMENT

15
SocieTY
A COOD RECOMMENDATION.

DCNT

YOU WANT

TO BE

WELL

n

3--

Buster.

BRoww

7--

July $11.9012.20; silver

54.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
2.

Wheat

Chicago,
May
104
(a
Sept. 102
Corn July 62
Sept. C3
Oats July 40
Sept.
111.,

iUT

July

3-- 8

3--

07-8-

'i A

A

38

.

Pork July
Lard July
Ribs

22.05;
12.S2

July

Sept.

22.72

Sept. 12.77
12.60i(52
Sept.
t--

12.55tf.i57
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, May 5. Wool quiet; territory and western mediums 22ft 24 ;
fine mediums 18ft20; fine HQ. 14.
II
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, May 5. Cattle Receipts 2,000, including 300 southerns.
Market strong. Native steers $G.25ft)
southern
steers $3.237.65;
8.10;
southern cows $3.40(f7 6; native cows
and heifers $3.75tfi 7.50; stockers and

feeders $4ft6.G0;
bulks $46.50;
calves $48.25; western steers $Gft

western cows' 4 ft 6.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 6,000.
fifteen to twenty higher; Bulk sales
$9.15ft9.40; heavy $9.3o9.80; packers and butdhers $9.25it.43; light
$9.10(!rj 9.35; pigs $8.259.
Sheep
Receipts 4,000. Market
steady. Muttons $5.507.73; lambs
$7.259; fed western wethers and
yearlings $68; fed western ewes
7.70;

$3.507.50.
j

Chicago,

.

111.,

OPRiCMT

6ttOwM

KNOW WHO THESE LITTLE GIRL-TELL THEM bY
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAY-THEIR CLOTHED.
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
WA.SH DRE-5-5E.UP
C,
A6E 6 To
LINEN SJTS AGE 12 To 16 FROM $4.50
TO $6.00. THE-5600D-OR PRICED CANNOT BE DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.
16-65-

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

.

REPUTATION BUILDERS

ceipts, 3,000; market, strong to 10
cents higher. Beeves $5.608.35;
Texas streets $4.7006.2,0; western
Bters $4.856.85; stockers and feed-- ,
ers $3.906.65; cows and heifers $2.70,
7.30; calves $6.50

ca.Crt'CACd

DO YOU

Re-

May

8.50.

Receipts, 8,000; market,
15 to 20 cents higher. Light $7.35
9.62
mixed $9.306.95
heavy
$9.309.70; rough $9.309.45; good to
Hogs

chocie heavy $9.459.70; pigs $8.95
TEXAS. 9.55; bulk of sales $9.459.C5.
Sheep
Receipts 4,000; market
San Antonio, Texas, May 5. Latest steady. Natives $4.258.20; western
advices confirm earlier reports to the $4.507.80;'
$7.008.15;
yearlings
effect that cotton and corn have not lambs native $7.259.00;
western
been seriously injured by the recent $7.259.10.

Hour

e

BY THEIR

COTTON NOT DAMAGED
IN SOUTHWEST

"l

i

WE GUARANTEE THEM.

years!

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,

O.

Mr. and Mrs. George R. Zimmer-- j
man, of Detroit, are sightseers regis
tered at Gregg's.
and B.
A. Bausch, of St. Louis,
Baum, of Xew York City, are salesmen at the Palace hotel.
D. A. isaum of Omaha, brother of
Mrs. .1. Y. Raynolds. is spending the
day in the city on business.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
has left for the American Valley, Socorro county, on a business trip.
Miss Marie Rudolph has returned to
Loretto academy from a visit to her
home at Rociada, San Miguel county.
Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, of the
American School of Archaeology, returned yesterday from Guatemala,
and is registered at 1he Claire.
J. A. Kennedy, the representative
!of the International Correspondence
Schools of Scranton, is here from the
Duke City, his headquarters.
Game and Fish Warden T. P.
Gable left this morning for Springer,
being summoned by telephone to in- vestigate violations of the fishing
laws.
Warden Cleofes Romero of the tor-- !
ritorial penitentiary is spending sever-- !
al days at Las Vegas where he is look-- l
ing after his duties as sheriff of San
Miguel county.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince has returned from a visit to the beautiful
Sunshine ranch in the Espanola val
ley, where she spent a few days with
her son and daughter-in-law- .
Judge A. J. Abbott is over from his
vmcli on the Rito de los Frijoles. His
daughter Prances, who recently com
pleted her course in the California
Xormal School, is staying with her

a combination tkat lasts

oil,

i

Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
Valley's absolutely sure.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
most particular buyers.

119 San Francisco

for

Palace.
.1. J. Phillips,
a soap salesman ot
X. C, is calling on the
Raleigh,
trade here.

i
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lead and PURE linseed

Slemmons, a jewelry sales- thO
Vrtrl.- - v.
mon
fr.-ii. t la at
trv
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terday.
John
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finishes,
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UNITED STATES

"SUN-SHINE"'insi-

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R.

V.BOYLE

Mgr.

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

ARK SKLT.lMi Ol'T!
FRESH LAID U(tS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on Wyandottes.
clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.

CLiREJDON

PODLTRY YARDS

EGGS FOR HATCHING.

fcectrc ervice

DAY

and

n and After March 1st.
WIIH!T
space next wee fr Electric Irons
se oaf k pi Swi and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

i
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Claire.

No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p,

V

Gregg's.
Omaha; Charles

D. A. Sawyer,

A.

Reynolds, City; Mr. and Mrs. George
R. Zimmerman, Detroit; J. C. Dolan,
Xoble Alexander, Denver; C. Lund-gren- ,
Chicago.
Coronado.
Henry Stewart, San Diego, Calif.;
G. X. Fitzgerald, P. H. Lutz, Buck-man- ;
O. V. Gallaher, Clovis; Joseph
Farrell, Prescott; Eliseo Lucero,

n

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
"Xo-Drip-

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

"

is
Coffee

the most clever little

System

East or West

SALT LAKE

$30.00

May, 28, 29, 30th

j

;

,EpH

$69.30

e

u

For Rates and full information address

"

pleasant surprise.

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

THE

I

1

Frank

i

GRANDE

Offers

(j

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE
OF

FROM

W

j

Indian fights and raids kept up for

IN

HISTORY.'

Four Candidates
or Governorship
Adroitly Dodging Issues of Pro
hibition and Labor.
San Antonio, Texas, May 5. Xow
(busy with dodging the many phases
of prohibition issues confronting them,
Colquitt, Davidson, Johnson and Poin-- 1
dexter, candidates for the governor-'.ship of this state, are now meeting
head-othe Texas 'labor unions which
are anxious to ascertain what the
stand of the four will be on proposed
labor legislation. The joint labor leg- Bjislative board had addressed a letter
!to them in which a good many ques
tions are asivea point Blank and thus
one more issue has been added to a
situation already greatly muddled.
All four of the candidates are from
the Democratic camp, but are separated by their various attitudes upon
prohibition, the main feature of the
campaign so far. Baileyism forms
the other bone of contention and on
the two all four would-b-e
governors
are astraddle. Roughly outlined one
candidate is
and prohibi- tion, another is
and prohi- n

TO

Stations in British

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
SELLING DATES

March Ut, to April

1

5th

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

VIA

ew Rfiexico Central
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN

I

leaves Santa Fe8,45a. m.
Arrives Kl I'uso

10.40

Leaves El Paso8.00a. m.
Arrives Santa Fe
p. m.

p. n.,

Close connections at El Paso for points in California, Southern New Mexico and Arizoia
Close connection
at Torrance for
Leave Santa Ke

ALL POINTS EAST
8 45

a. ni.

Arrives Kansas Oity 5,50 p. m. next day
Arrives Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd clay

& S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Sleepand
Chair Cars.
ing

E. P.

For information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.

Cull at City Ofllee Laughlln
No

111k.

or Phone

145.

trouble to answer questions.

J.G.

i

EADS

City Freight & Fassenger Agent.

u"iu

in
ana
and number four is anThe campaign, which is
'
preliminary to the primaries, has al
ready Deen characterized by a great
.deal of explosive talk and even per
sonalities and so far has only result
ed in befogging the public mind. With
labor union demands now adding to
the perplexities of prohibition
by
constitutional amendment or statutory
measure the hottest gubernatorial
campaign in many years may be look- ed for in a few days. In the mean- time Poindexter, according to the
space devoted to him in the Texas
seems to be getting there quick- er tlhan any of his three opponents,
pio-uaiie-

t

y

Should the Republicans put a man in
field more confusion will
result,
for he, like the Democratic candidates
have to ride prohibition, the Tro-- ,
rse of the camPalgn.

the

MORF

TROUBLE FOR
NATIONAL LINES OF MEXICO.
San Antonio, Texas, May 5. The
decision of the National lines of Mexico to
auditors on its passenger trains is looked upon as another
step in tilie Mexicanization of Mexico's railroads. The auditors will all
be responsible for all transportation
tickets and cash, while the American
conductors will devote all their time
to the operating of the train. It 1.3
understood that the American conductors are not satisfied with this new
order of things and that thev will tau-the matter up through their organ
"""uui o. oiij wuicu may result in
more trouble for the National lines.

The New Mexican Printing Com- and merchants; good everywhere. We
pany has on hand a large supply ot will sell them at 6 cents in book form.
pads and tablets suitable for school
If you are In need of anything, try 1
'
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.

,l2&i'J!lll4Vi!MS5n

.

j

anti-Baile- y

"'"""i

until
" " finallv Vintnnn
aim oiuei less iinpui uun
cnieis were rounded un bv govern
ment troops and rendered harmless.
The first mining rush occurred at
the time of the finding of the Ivanhoe
mine, 10 miles northwest of Fairview,
where the town of Grafton was built.
Some rich ore carrying several hundred dollars in gold and silver to the
ton, was found on a large outcrop on
a few cars of this
this, P''Perty
grode of ore were shipped from the
claim. In a few weeks after the Ivan-- 1
noe strike, the town of Gratton had a
population of between 1000 and 2000
people. By virtue of this increased
number, principally composed of pros
pectors and the usual allotment of ad- venturers, the Indians were somewhat
011
pyn es- intimidated and prospecting in the
surrounding mountains became safer,
There are yet to be seen, however, MADE A MISTAKE TO
on the bluffs and high points around
CENSUS ENUMERATOR.
Grafton, remnants of "forts" made of
rocks where outposts were stationed Indianapolis Woman Kills H erself Be
to warn the camp of approaching Incause of Giving Misinformation to
dians.
Government Official.
veins Follow Dikes.
The vein system
be said to be
Indianapolis, Ind.. iMay 5. Because
14 miles long, approximately 2
she had made a mistake in giving a
miles wide, and at an average eleva- - report to a census enumerator and
tion of about 7500 feet. The summit feared arrest, Mrs. Julia V. Chilton, 41
of the range is four to eight miles years old, commited suicide yester-farthe- r
to the west and attains an ele- - day by hanging herself at her home,
vation of 8,000 to 10,000 feet. The Her husband, a real estate dealer,
Vein foi'mftion and mineralization is found the body when he returned
me nuiuiern uau or. uie nome.
note left by the woman read:
u,uuscoidlstrict: 'et one of the principal gold
"My dear loving husband. This is
I)roPerties the U. S. Treasury mine, is all my own fault. Not yours, as I
situated at tne south end.
made a mistake with the census man.
Tne formation consists essentially I did not mean to you are innocent
f a series of igneous overflows, prin- - in every way. Tell every one goodbye,
cipally rhyolites and andesite, occur- - Your loving wife, Julia V. Chilton."
ring in sheets and masses and prob-- ! According to a neighbor Mrs. Chil-presably 1000 feet or more in thickness in ton said she had misinformed
the
some pdaces. The immediate undeiiy- - enumerator as to the company with
ing rock is a limestone, probably which her husband was connected.
Cretaceous judging from a small patch
exposed near Wild Horse creek, four
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con-wi- ll
miles north of Grafton. These over- - centrated form ingredients of estab-jaflows have been subjected to subse- - lished therapeutic value for the relief
quent intrusions by a system of north and cure of all kidney and bladder ail- o
1A
Qrt
nrlAn monto
nnrl snntl,
Or,!,!
C.,'nltn r
Co.
and generally composed of yellowish
SPVdrnl vpni'ts

j

pro-Baile- y

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

k

a rlpr those onnrUtlnnQ.
iuiu
oventnallv
"
"
lb. packa; P as
man
to give
the
red
had
always,
Andrews.
way. He did not do so amicably, and
2

TEXAS HAS HOTTEST
CAMPAIGN

El Paso Texas.

DENVER &

Sold by

25c.

liv--i

JUUI giuuei

June 5th. 1910

183-fo-

Strainer ever invened.
free from Dr. Snoop, Racine,
History.
the Coupon Plan. The CouAbout 1SS0 ore was first discovered
Dr. Snoop's new book on
in this district. At that time this
Health Coffee sent to any lady re- section of Xew Mexico was the favorquesting them. You can trick any one ite hunting
ground of the Apaches;
by secretly serving Dr. Snoop's Health the mountains were
then, as now,
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
timbered, well watered with
heavily
your husband will declare he is drink- creeks and streams and contained an
ing real coffee and yet there is not a abundance
of game. The Apaches
grain of real coffee in Dr. Snoop's promptly resented the white man's ap- Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and lienranee. nnd it wna r fnr the nrns- nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
It requir-tastpectorg frQm the b 1 innI
.
.
and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
ll( I u 115 ,,
t.u pi
l
liiio
rj
ii, ncay- "ITnJ
Maw 1U a n,;nfn
m.iu. lly timbered, mountainous country tin

silvered
Get one
Wis., by
pon and

1-- 2

j

n

granite-porphyr-

May 6. 7. 8, & 9th

June 1st. 1910

yjJ

$60.30

DA1ESOP SALE

May 2, 3, 8, 9 & 10
Return Limit

May 31st 1910
SEE SANTA PE AGENTS

a

-

j

Vi.

May 14 to 19, 1910

THE BLACK RANGE DISTRICT.
(By Martin Fishback of El Paso in
the Engineering and Mining News.)
A mining district worthy of more notice than has hitherto been given to it
is the Black Range distrist, situated
on the eastern slope of the Black
range in the northern part of Sierra
county and continuing into the southern part of Socorro county, X. M. The
Black range constitutes a section of
the continental divide; the creeks and
streams on the eastern slope emptying into the Rio Grande.
The district is reached via Engle, a
station on the Santa Fe railroad 11.2
miles north of El Paso, Texas. From
Engle a daily ni?;i stage runs to Fair-vieand Chloride, 50 and 53 miles
respectively, crossing the Rio Grande
at the site of the Elephant Butte reclamation project. Fairview is the
principal postomce and supply point
for the district, although Chloride, 3
miles farther on, also claims this dis- Unction.

J. A. Kennedy, A. D. Lister, B. H.
Rudolph, Albuquerque; E. Feldnian,
Chicago; V. E. Thomas, Xogales,
Ariz.; J. AY. Collier, Estancia; A. A.
Ball, Farmington; J. J. Phillips, Raleigh, X. C.

$75.10

e

Palace.
John O. Slemmons, New York City:
9
Mrs. Alsey Alford, Melrose; B. Woolf,
St. Ixmis; A. Bausch, St. Louis;, Ben
M. au 6:15 p. m. Baunian, Xew York City; E. A. Johnat 9:55 a. m.
son, E. F. Lee, W. E. Johnson, Denver.

in.
Track connection wit li A. T. A. S. F. Ky. at liaton and Preston
with C. S. Kv. at
lies Moines K. P, S. . Ky. at Colfax, X M. mid Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kavado
and Ked Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot fort lie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo. Aurora.
Kaldy Klack Lakes. Cerro, Klizaliethtown. Loho, Ciuesta, Ranchos do Taos, Ked
Kiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
laily. fFlag, tliaily except Sunday
VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.

-

gold-silve-

HOTEL ARRIVALS

10
42
25
55
47
37
20

SnirTH KUIJND

The Best Route

sembling a vein was covered with a
location and much surface work was
ATLANTIC CUT.
done throughout, the district, looking
for bonanza ore. The limited develN. J.
opment done in the district indicates
medium-grad- e
low
and
bodies
of
large
r
ores, carrying from $G to
$12 per ton in gold and silver, about Rouad
equal amounts of each. High-gradI tip
BpLm-jMMqcflgi oanta re.,
ore in shipping quantities has been
found in the Ivanhoe, Great Republic
and I. S. Treasury claims and it is GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
probable that similar ores will be
found on other properties.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The veins all show extreme leachDates of Sale
ing, and so far no development has
been done below water level at any
point in the district. The Ivanhoe has
the deepest shaft, 385 feet below the
Return Limit
surface, sunk with a windlass 27 years
ago, but no laterals were driven below
the
point. The vein is 5 feet
wide in the bottom of the shaft and
TAKE THE SANTA FE.
will average $8 per ton. Xo water was
reached in this shaft owing to its being situated at an elevation of 500
feet above the creek level.
The U. S. Treasury property is now
CUTY
being developed by a company of Colo
rado Springs men, and is showing up
well. The Great Republic property,
and return
near the north end of the district,
shows a large oreshoot which conies
to the surface. There is hardly an
outcrop in the district, but shows free
gold by panning. Silver occurs generally as stephanite, and traces of telluVIA SANTA FE
rium are also present.
High Extraction in Test.
A laboratory metallurgical test on a
general sample representing the average of the district showed an extracLimit 60 Days
tion of 79.5 per cent by straight amalgamation followed by concentration;
49 per cent of the gold and 15 per cent For particulars, See Santa Fe
'of the silver being saved by amalgama4
Agents
tion. The ore was crushed to CO
mesh. A cyanide test on the tailings
brought the total extraction up to 9S
per .cent of the gold and 80 per cent
BALTIMORE, MO,
of the silver. The ores average 90
per cent in silica, and a small perand Return
centage of magnetite is present. Vugs
of magnanese occur in the veins, especially in the Ivanhoe.
Xear the north end of the district,
in Socorro county, on a group of
'
claims called the Elephant, a vein out
for a distance. of several hun
crops
VI SANTA FE
,
area teet and stands
out in bold re- DATES OF SALE
lief 10 tQ 2Q eet ab6ye the gurface
Gn tMs group an att
wag made
to gQ belQW water Jevel
nQ
.
.
Hoisting apparatus but a windlass, but
wate), wag struck at 4 o ieet in too
Return Limit
large qantities to handle. A few tons
of ore were taken out just at water
level which averaged more than an
ounce in gold, whereas near the surface the vein would assay only a trace
TAKE THE SANTA FE
to a few dollars in gold. A similar increase occurs at water level on Poverty creek, on a claim now called the
Gold Reserve, and where work has
aso discontin'ued on account of no
CINCINNATI,
0.
facilities for handling the water.
From the two instances metioned it
and Return
may be reasonable to look for an increase in metallic contents below the
leached zone, and perhaps a change in
character of the ores, possibly nothing
c '""'
iJi
"11" "
j",

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA. GA.

K. I'.Jt S. W. Ky, train So. 121 arriving in Dawson, N,
K. 1. VS. W. Ky, train No. 12:! leaving Dawson N M
SStnwe for Van Hon ten X. M, meets t rains at 1'restonX.
M.
CtkS. l'assenjrpi- trains arrive and depart from HeMoiues as follow:

El Paso & Southwestern

bears children need suffer during the period

contains valuable information for expectant mothers.

M
40

fl

Connects with
'Connects with

NORTH KOrXI":
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No. 7.6 49 p. m.

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's friend is a penetrating, healthful lini
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keeping the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which

20
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No woman who

1910.

former has left the veins cropping out
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
and restorative and a prompt
which
tonic
made
prominently,
prospecting
comparatively easy as far as locating corrective of all urinary irregularities.
the lodes was concerned.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by
Little Development Done.
Burrows & Co.
to
incident
the
excitement
During
the Ivanhoe strike every outcrop re-

Louis Rocky Mt. &

Pac fie

21

THURSDAY, MAY 5,

y.

I

From the character of these dikes
it may be reasoned that the basement
rock underlying the limestone is a
granitoid, the original source of the
dikes. However that may really be
these intrusions were accompanied
with large columes of silicic acid
and a system of gold and silver-hea- r
ing quartz fissures were formed along
the dikes. In some places the dike
will constitute the hanging-wal- l
of the
veln' and vice versa There are also
cases where, apparently, a vein oc
curs without being associated with a
dike, but there is no question but the
incident to the forming of
the dikes is responsible for the existence of the vein.
The veins are from 3 to 15 feet wide
and have a dip of 5 to 30 degrees from
thn vertical, eenerallv tn thA onat The
country rock is as a rule softer than
the veia material, and erosion of the
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For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
third fare from all points in New
Mexico to

Santa Fe
DATES OP SALE

May 21st, to 24th inclusive
RETURN LIMIT,
MAY 28th 1910
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
i Open to Everboby

Summer

Excnrsion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B. C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Mmit, three months
date of sale. Call on address. from
H. 8, LUTZ, Agent
Santa Fe, N. M.
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Long Drawn Out Fight Between the
Chief Executive of Spokane and
Councilmers.
Spokane, Wash., May 5. When the
city council defeated a resolution for
a special election and its spokesmen
openly accused Mayor Nelson S.
Pratt and members of a special
charter revision committee of playing
politics, in attempting to force the
substitution of the commission plan
for the present form of government in
cliSpokane, there was brought to a
max a long drawn fight between the
chief executive and the councilmen
for supremacy.
Councilman Shaefer, leader of the
opposition, branded the plan a poltical
scheme on the part of Mayor Pratt
and his supporters to continue their
warfare against the council. He declared that the people of Spokane are
not in favor of the commission form
of government and in support of this
he exhibited a petition containing not
mri.Q tT,Qn inn names. Mr. Shaefer
added:
"We have the referendum, the recall, the initiative, the appointment by
the mayor without confirmation and
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to
one in lot 2, and the SV!i of the NK'i
1907 in which it intended
promote
and in the hope of quick improvement,
3: the other in lot 6, the WH of the
Office with the New Mexican PrintStegner has come from California to Section
real development and actual construcNKV4
she was taken to Albuquerque where ibe with the veteran
SV4. and AVof HKH. Section 11; ing Company.
What Everbody Wants.
gold hunter, WW of NEW
Section 10; W'.i
Section 15:
tion, this office has deemed it advisaffection could really whose mining pdospects have made NWW and WV4
that
everything
of NK4 Section 14; both Santa Fe,
which
desires
Everbodv
New Mexico
health
good
able to hereafter require a satisfacM
M. P.
R.10
within the
s"SSest was done for her relief. But many men rich during the last half inT.16N,
are
is
unless
the
impossible
kidneys
Pecos
of
estiNew
the
of
National
Mexico;
Forest,
ability
tory bond as evidence
jt was ln vain- and so a week ago, she century. The property, consisting of mated to be 200,000 feet U. M. of western
the applicant to carry fliis application sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney Passed away, at the
Nearly Every Man and Woman at
more
or
less. No bid
yellow
sawtimber,
pine
of
years,
age
sixty
C80 acres, has been tested by panning of lesH than $3.00 per M.will be considered, one time or another has
Remedy should be taken at the first
to completion
printing to be
ne nlonm ana lnree aays- a deposit of $200 00 innot le sent to the
at many points, the average value be and
ah develnner will hail , indication of any irregularity, and a
0
First National Bank, of Albuquerque New done and if the work is to be first
Tenderly she was brought again to ing 50 cents the cubic yard. It is es- Mexico, for each bid submitted to the class the New Mexican job printing
this new rule with much approval for 'serious illness may be averted. Fo- to reject any
District Forester. The
he is more nrotected in his application ! ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your the home among silver hills, and on jtimated that the cost of extraction and all bids Is reserved. right
For further Infor department can fill the bill." Why get
cents and matton and regulations governing sale printing that isn't first class, any way,
and bladder to their normal Sunday last with touching ceremoines, will not be more than 12
as the requiring of this bond will
Forest Supervisor, Feeos National
vent a large extent the filing of other (state and activity. Sold by Stripling-- ; and with every kind attention from as low as eight cents. J. M. Schnat- address
San t a Fe, New M ex Ico. THKI (DORK since appearance today is of such imForest,
.
v
the Masonic brethren of her husband, terly and his associates, who have
woolsey jr, Acting District Forester portance?
applications for permits to appropriate Burrows & Co.
,
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THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

GLOBE TROTTER SPENDS
NIGHT IN SANTA FE.

Minor City Topics

No.

4

No

4

(Continued From Page Two.)
Woman's Aid Society The Woman's Aid Society will meet with Mrs.
MeConnell at 2:::0 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
Santa Fe is socins the Xelson-Wol-cafiht iiiiiui'i's before another city
in the "territory, let us be first in number also. One show only at 8 o'clock
tonight. Elks' theatre.
Place of Meeting The
Change
Guild of the Chinch of the Holy Faith
will meet tomorrow, Friday, May C,
at :i o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
Dorman, instead of with Mrs.
as before announced.
Albuquerque Grays to Play Sunday
Announcement was made this afternoon that the Albuquerque Grays' ball
team will play St. Michael's College at
the college grounds Sunday afternoon.
The admission for adults will he 35
cents and children lo cents. This ad'
Will uaiuuc giauuaiuiiu acaia.
The game with the Indians has been
called off.
Fe Should appreciate a
Santa
great treat by seeing the great Xelson-Wolgafight pictures tonight at the

GROCERY AND BAKERY
Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of our

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"
Mr. Kern is a first class (iernmn baker of iminy years experience. Hive us a trial order or anything you may
wish, plain or fancy.

No.

F. ANDREWS

L

Phone

1

4.

C2

iexssxote:

SPECIAL
SALE

uwmwmon cppriAl
EMBR0IPEB1ES

E

fr

a

BASEBALL.
HOW THEY STAND.
National

PLEASE

C ALL

en iomam
OLLIUmnll

hdv
nnnnQ
Ui
uuuuu
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

-

jJ

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

MEXICO CENTRAL

1

Red Phone 100

TOM AS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
'''liliff-M- f

SATISFACTION

hack line js

FIRST GLASS CORRICK'S

RRIOK..

pSI

HACK SERVICE

in

mi

J

pnnm

ASSURED
EOPORE

j

Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses

$819.55.

Commuted

area,

5,730.69,

fmmi.mm

5

.583

8
7

C

.571
.467

WHERE

THEY

P. C.
.667

.667

8
8

5
6
3

St. Louis

.385
.353
.273

11
8

PLAY TODAY.

National League.
Boston a Brooklyn.
Philadelphia at Xew York
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
American League.
Chicago at Detroit.
St. Louis at Cleveland.

.

Washington at Philadelphia.
Xew York

at Boston.

j
j

if. vi

fit

1

j

j

VEST

gp

for

gt

ill

OPPORTUNITY

Wgk

'COME

JgSfc

j

San Antonio, Texas, May 5.
Reservoir declaratory statements,
Campbell has just issued a proc2, acreage, 80.
Territorial selection (University) lamation to the effect that the second
acreage, 144.01 and commissions Sunday in May of each year shall here
after be celebrated as Mother's Day,
$408
Excesses, $36.41 and purchase mon- - "in grateful loving rememberance of
her, who, in our infancy and the teney, $50.90.
-

1

7

Washington

j
'

homestead
entries, 38; TEXANS TO HAVE MOTHER'S DAY IN MAY.
and purchase price

$7,163.

8

5
4

Philadelphia

j

mum
degrees with 98 per cent of
sunshine. It was somewhat windy and j
dusty.
Nearly Every Man and Woman at
one time or another has printing to be
dene and if the work is to be first
class the Xew Mexican job printing;
department can fill the bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

Lost

w

Xew York
Cleveland
Boston
Chicago

j

Phone Red 100

Wron.

Detroit

j

DEPOT.

5

:

j

YRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW

.313

7

American League.

Xelson-Wolga-

COAL YARD

10
11

.8

Chicago
Cincinnati
Boston .
St. Louis
Brooklyn

-j

m

3
5

Philadelphia

j

PH

.750
.733
.667
.538
.417
.308

H

.

AND EXAMINE TH'ffiM

4

3
4
4
6
7
9

9

Pittsburg

,

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

League.
Won. Lost P. C.

Xew York

e

IAe

Annie
HUUL!

der years of childhood guarded us
with the majesty of her love, in our
youth blessed us with her devotion,
and in our manhood led us to the proper conception of the responsibilities
and duties of life." The proclamation
asks that on this day at 11 a. m., all
wheels of commerce be stopped
five minutes and that those not able to
attend a place of worship "bow their
heads in worshipful reverence and
memory and with hearts filled with
love for her."

ENTRIES
FOR SATURDAY'S CONTEST.

He is Walking Around the World First Big Atheletic Meet at Messilla
Park of Southwestern Athletic
From San Diego, Cal., to AdverFederation on May 7.
tise Exposition.

Diego-Panam-

MAY 5, 1910.

t,

st

caic

LACES

FIFTY-ON-

Agricultural College, X. M., May 5.
Henry Stewart, globe trotter and
on
in
Santa
Fe,
wit, spent last night
Preparations are now complete for
a walking trip around the world and the first big athletic meet of the
Southwestern Amateur Athletic Fedincidentally boosting the San
Mr.
in 1915.
exposition
eration, which is to be held here on
Stewart is a hale and hearty man of May 7th. From all indications this
about sixty, with white beard and will be the largest and most important
strong face and makes a business of track athletic event which has yet
"walking". He started from San Diego been held in this part of the southon February 14, walked into Mexico, west, as the schedule of the meet calls
back into Arizona, to the Roosevelt for teams from Arizona, Texas, Mexdam, to Globe, to El Paso and Juarez ico and New Mexico. Although it is
and left for Antonito from here this
anticipated that one or two of these
morning bound for St. Paul, Minn., teams will not be able to be reprewhere he will be presented with a sented at the
coming meet, there will
gold star, thence to Chicago where still be
entries to make it an
enough
a gold rod will he presented him,
A
decisive event.
and
important
thence to Detroit, Toronto, Quebec.
at
now
are
steam
and
roller
sprinkler
From Canada he will sail for Ireland,
and the tracks
will walk through Scotland, Wales and work on the grounds
"ulv-' tuuu'"uu
and then will cross the
"lc""mu
channel to France, climb the Pyrenees
into Spain, walk to Gibraltar, sail to will be broken.
The Federation includes most of the
Mnltn bark to Sieilv. will tour Italy.
Mex-will be given an audience by the Pope principal towns of Arizona, New
at. Rome, and then will walk through ico, west Texas, ana one or two teams
the principal countries of Europe, from the Mormon colonies in northern
Elks' theatre.
Africa and Australia expecting Mexico.
The New Mexican's Job Printing Asia,
to return to San Diego in lime for the
Fifty-onathletes have so far en-- ;
Spells Quality That is what you exposition in 1915. Mr. Stewart is a tered for
Saturday's contest, thirty-- '
want when you have any printing native of
but is an American four of these being from outside of
England
done, for an error or display of care- citizen. As he had escaped enumera- Xew Mexico.
lessness is prejudicial to business.
tion thus far, toe was gobbled up by
Flag Raising Tomorrow Afternoon the sleuths of the census bureau in
Tomorrow afternoon at four o'clock Santa Fe and was promptly put down SANTA FEANS TO
SHINE AT COMMENCEMENT.
there will be a formal flag raising on on the census rolls.
the steel pole just erected at the post- Fred Muller, Jr., and Millet Smith
office on East Palace avenue. Gover- - RECEIVER MULLER MAKES
:or Mills, Mayor Seligman,
REPORT FOR APRIL.
Clancy Prominent in 1910 Class
at Military Institute.
nor Prince will make addresses and
tlie public scl1001 children win sinr:
Captain Fred Muller, receiver of
There are two Santa Feans who will
r.filriotic songs. The flag raising will the local land office completed his re-- !
be under the auspices of the Daught port of business
done during the be proud of their sons on May 21 when
ers of the American Revolution and month of April. The report is con- - the commencement exercises of the
elusive proof that the desire for home- - Xew Mexico Military Institute will be
other patriotic organizations.
Remember One show only of the steads is still keen and will likely held at Roswell. They are Captain
fight pictures at the continue so for some time. The re- Fred Muller and Assistant Attorney
General Harry S. Clancy. The for- Elks' theatre tonight. Show starts port is as follows:
Under the act of February 19, 1909, mer has a son, Fred Muller, ,7r., who
at 8 o'clock sharp.
homestead entries, 57; acre- is attending the institute and has been
More Clouds Overhead
Yesterday 'original
13,879.67;
age
fees, $545, and com- elected president of the class of 1910.
was again a partly cloudy day and
missions
$520.35.
The latter also has a son at the insti
Santa Feans, so accustomed as they
Ihomestead entries, 31; area, tute. His name is Millet Smith Clan- Final
are to clear skies throughout the year,
4.551.56; and commissions, $170.65.
cy, and he has been elected valedictor- were heard to complain. The tempera- homestead entries, 1; area ian of the class.
Soldiers'
3S
ture was 04 as the maximum and
120; and rate $2.50.
Invitations to the commencement
for the minimum with a rather high
homestead
140; exercises
entries,
Original
have been received here and
relative humidity of 64 per cent. The area, 20,246.86; fees, $1,305 and coma number of Santa Feans
it
is
thought
6
o'clock
this
at
morning
temperature
missions, $817.73.
interested in the institute will attend
A year ago today
was 41 degrees.
land
22;
entries,
Original desert
the maximum was 70 and the mini- - area, 3, 277.53, and purchase price them.
44
Cart-wrigh-

WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU."

THURSDAY,

M.
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Cents to the Annual
Rate of the New Mexican Publications, to Receive the Western
Investor's Review.

Add 25
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At Half Usual

Garments

e

We have in our store the mam moth J Spriug and Summer Fashion Portfolio of the American Ladies Tailoring
Co. It Pictures in actual color sixty-si- x
styles in tailor
made garments, suits, coats, dres ses skirts and capes.
The styles are distinctive the very latest creations,
gathered from all the world.
We will show you samples of 238 fabrics both cloth
and silks. And you can Iiave any garment made to your
measure in any cloth you select.
An experienced litter, right in our store, will take all
the measurements necessary. Tee garments will be made
in one of the finest shops in America. They will be made
under the personal direction
by the best of
of M. Kayser, an expert of national fame.
We will guarantee satisfaction in fit and style, workmanship and materials. Any garment not right need not
be accepted.
Then you will have garments made to your individual
measure made to fit your figure, style and individuality.
And they will cost about half the usua.1 price charged by
ladies tailors.
You could not at any price get better service. The
saving comes through making hundreds ol garments where
the usual tailor makes one
We can offer y.u all this right here at home through
this agency arrangement, In addition, we can now offer
outfit free with any suit. Think what that
you a
means made to measure garments at half usual price,
and a waist and skirt free. For your own sake take advantage or this offer before the makers withdraw it.

Prices

We Show 66 Styles Like
These, also 238 Fabrics.

mas-tailor- s,

?

il

t

No. 308. An English Ardsley garment. This garment is a combination
of all that is desirable in the new
long tailored coat. The shawl is cut
extremely long, fastening on one side
and faced with black moire. The skirt
of the coat is full side plaited and
is headed by a double row of straps
which connect the long panel effect
to both front and back. These tabs
are finished off at each end with a
large fancy metal button and buttonhole. This same effect is predominant on the sleeve. It is not desirable for stout women. The coat is
but can be lined to the hips
or full lined, as desired. Is made up
to 52 inches in length.
No. 108.

Another Parisian creation,

very dressy in general tone and effect, yet will be found to be a very
sensible walking skirt. There are
three deep plaits at each gore headed
off by a triangular shaped tab which
is piped with silk and trimmed with
buttonhole loops and buttons of the
same material. It is youthful in effect, and fits snugly over the hips as
do all the new models. It is finished
on top with a narrow band of skirt material and is without belt.

Suits $13.50 to $45.09. Coats $8.00 to $30.00.
Capes, $7.65 to $22.00. Dresses. $9.50 to
$30.00, Skirts. $5.00 up. 2 Piece Outfit FREE

ktI

Outfits Free

un-line- d,

two-piec- e

y

.

Two-Piec- e

fST

f

atbikasa S&MMMo

3T

No. 55. A Baer creation, decidedly
Parisian in tone. The long graceful
reverses and double breasted effect
are distinct departures from the past
season. The shaped collar is made of
basket weave silk, or moire. Strictly
tailored soutache loops arid delicate
ivory buttons decorate the revere.
Ivory buttons are used throughout.
Back is slashed on both sides. All
seams are faultlessly double stiched.
Skirt is a 13 gore plain plaited model
cut generously full and stitched down
about 15 inches from the waist line.
The general effect is very chic.
No. 351. The Carmen.
This is a
garment of Spanish origin; is a handsome evening or opera cape. The inverted plait in the back adds to its individuality and helps give the flare
and looseness to the cape which is so
much desired. The garment hangs
gracefully from the shoulders. It has
two large reveres of black moire and
che collar is inlaid with the same material. A fine quality of gilt buttons
are used to trip both collar and revere.
The shoulders are also trimmed with
buttons. The cape is unlined, but may
be full lined if desired. Is made
up to
46 inches in length.

Dont Pay a Penny Until You TRY ON
"
" ""
"
Your Garments - - .

Satisfaction Guaranteed,
5S5E3

